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abstract noun, 25
  exophoric, 7–8
accumulation principle, 96
Act (Semantic Category), 29–30
activism, 50
advance label, 9
agitation, 40
allegations, 57
alternative, 10, 82
analysis, 89
anaphoric, 5, 48
anaphoric noun, 9
answer, 81
AntConc, 71
application, 30
apposition, 21
approximation, 82
area, 66, 80
argument, 10, 62
assumption, 57, 79
attempt, 78
ban, 80
BASE (British Academic Spoken English)
corpus, 69
basis, 41, 42, 79
belief, 30, 66, 78
benefit, 77, 79
bivalency, 55
bollocks, 84
British National Corpus, 69
business, 82
calculation, 30
call, 80
carrier noun, 9
case, 19, 76, 87, 132
cataphoric, 5, 48
caveat, 80
challenge, 79
chance, 1
change, 81
chapter, 10
charity, 49
choice, 81
Circumstantial Fact (Semantic Category), 32
clause relation, 34–5
logical sequence, 34
matching, 34
clause-like semantics, 28, 41
cognition, 40, 52, 53
cohesive chain, 52
comparative, 21
competition, 63
complement clause, 66
complement clause (postmodifying), 14–17
concept, temporary, 51, 53
concern, 81, 83
conclusion, 61
condition, 21
conduct, 10
consequence, 79
consideration, 83
constant meaning, 25, 26
container sentence, 17–20, 38, 41, 91, 175
content clause, 66
context, 79
contribution, 84
conversion, 30
corpus (contents and structure), 68–9
cost, 77, 79
criterion, 21
demonstrative, 13
deverbal noun, 20, 28, 57
difficulty, 20, 78, 82, 83
discourse perspective, 5–7, 39–40, 47, 52
discovery, 83
discussion, 77
distinction, 81
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lexical specification. See specification
limit, 76
Locution (Semantic Category), 30–1
logic, 78
logico-semantic relation, 36–9, 43–5
logogenesis, 56
matter, 3
measure, 83
metadiscursive noun, 9
metalanguage noun, 5, 9, 48
method, 61, 77, 80
MICASE (Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English), 69
Modal Fact (Semantic Category), 31–2
modalsiation, 32
modality, 29, 31
doentic, 32
epistemic, 32
model, 66
modulation, 32
need, 78, 80
news, 83
nominalisation, 39–40
notation, 83
noun
abstract, 25
general, 9, 25
objection, 50, 51, 53, 54
objective, 80
opinion, 66
option, 79, 82
outcome, 82
part, 62
partitives, 61–4
pattern, 47, 161, 162
period, 57, 66
phenomenon, 76
picture, 77
point, 31, 78, 84
policy, 81
possibility, 10, 18, 32, 57
postmodification, 57–8
potential, 56, 83
prediction, 5
prefabricated patterns, 59–60
premodification, 13–14, 57–8
problem, 1, 3, 21, 37, 66, 77, 79, 82, 84, 89
procedure, 58, 64
process, 19, 20, 21, 79

effect, 18, 31
effort, 78
encapsulation, 5, 27, 48–50, 64
environment, 20
evidence, 45
example, 18, 31, 60, 80, 81, 82
exophoric, 7–8
expansion, 36
elaboration, 37, 44
enhancement, 37, 44
extension, 44
expectancy, 3
experiential identity, 22, 64, 91
explanation, 82
extended reference, 27
fact, 1, 3, 10, 37, 78
Fact (Semantic Category), 31
Fact, Circumstantial (Semantic Category). See Circumstantial Fact (Semantic Category)
Fact, Modal (Semantic Category). See Modal Fact (Semantic Category)
failure, 127
fear, 78
feedback, 64, 65
Flowerdew Corpus of Academic English, 68–9
fuel, 83
function, 82
general noun, 9, 25
gerund, 20, 28, 42
grammatical metaphor, 17, 28–9
guarantee, 83
hope, 79
hypothesis, 77
idea, 10, 14, 30, 37, 57, 78, 81, 83, 90
Idea (Semantic Category), 30
identifying clause, 18, 19, 20
illustration, 65
impact, 76
importance, 64, 65
incomplete frame, 26
inconsistency, 83
information packaging, 52
inquiry, 82
instance, 22
issue, 3, 81
kind, 10
label, 27
lexical realisation. See specification
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projection, 36
idea, 37, 44
location, 37, 44
prospection, 5, 48–50, 164
provisional unit of meaning, 53
purpose, 15, 80
puzzle, 81
question, 18, 31, 79, 84
rationale, 30
reaction, 81
realisation. See specification
reason, 18, 19, 44, 77, 78, 81, 89
relative clause, 65, 66
wh-relative, 66
repetition, 50
requirement, 78
response, 82, 84
responsibility, 15, 32
result, 22, 76
right, 15, 91, 126
role, 1, 79
scaffold, 26
scenario, 80
schematicity, 26
section, 31
shell noun, 9, 22
prime, 22–4, 91
sign, 55
signalling, 47
signpost. See textual signposting
situation, 3, 14, 37, 66
slog, 83
SN
characteristic of journals, 102
characteristic of lectures, 102
characteristic of textbooks, 102
characteristic of the natural sciences, 98
characteristic of the social sciences, 98
frequent SNs by discipline, 97
most frequent SNs, 86–92
specification, 2, 8, 11, 26, 27, 28, 52
multiple specifics, 53
specification pattern. See pattern
stage, 64, 65, 79
step, 83
stop list, 72
strategy, 80
stuff, 83
superordinate, 25
swing, 79
tactic, 20
tag, 73, 74, 162. See also pattern
tagging, 73–3
task, 65, 83
technical term, 94
technique, 78	
tendency, 78, 80
term, 94
terms, 81
text, 46–8
discursive, 40–3
encapsulation and prospection, 48–50
structural, 22–4
text noun, 27
text nouns, 63
textual signposting, 11, 19
texton, 26, 81
thing, 10, 44, 45, 81, 82, 89
third-order entity, 22, 25
time, 78, 80
transition, 77
trick, 76
type 1 vocabulary (Winter), 4
type 2 vocabulary (Winter), 4
type 3 vocabulary (Winter), 4, 9, 28, 34
unspecic noun, 9
variable meaning, 25, 26
view, 78, 81
way, 22, 31, 55, 80
WordSmith, 71
work, 77